
In the Ontario case of Prince and Walach v Ace
Aviation and Air Canada1 the plaintiffs started a
proposed class action against the defendants,
claiming that the latter unlawfully charged and
collected from them United States transportation
taxes. Mr Walach, a Canadian resident, claimed
that while in Canada he booked a flight from Los
Angeles to Calgary and that Air
Canada charged him a USA
Transportation Tax and a US
Passenger Facility Charge. Ms.
Prince, a US resident, claimed
that on a number of occasions
she used the Air Canada
website to buy tickets for travel
in Canada. On each one of these occasions Air
Canada charged her the same US Transportation
Tax and a US Flight Segment Tax. It did so as she
is a US resident and it did so whether she was
located in Canada or the United States when the
purchase of the ticket occurred.

In relation to the tickets that were purchased in
Canada the plaintiffs claimed that Air Canada
collected taxes under the United States Internal
Revenue Code when it did not apply because the
tickets were paid for in Canada and the flights
did not begin and end in the US. They also
claimed that Air Canada collected US taxes on
tickets paid for in Canada, which meant that it
was applying US tax laws in Canada, which is not
permitted by Canadian law. For the tickets that
were purchased in the US, the plaintiffs claimed

only that Air Canada had collected US taxes on
tickets paid for in Canada, which was not permit-
ted as this was also applying US tax laws in
Canada.

The relief sought for the alleged wrongs, i.e. the
charging of the “tax”, by the plaintiffs was both a

declaration that Air Canada
had behaved improperly by
collecting the taxes and also
restitution of the funds paid or
alternatively damages for
negligent misrepresentation.

The case came before Justice
Conway earlier this year by

way of motion by Air Canada, suggesting that
the Ontario Superior Court had no jurisdiction.
Air Canada’s motion requested a dismissal of the
case in its entirety or a permanent stay of the
action and further that in the event that the
court decided that it did have jurisdiction that it
exercise its discretion and decline jurisdiction
over the case. Air Canada’s argument with
respect to jurisdiction was not that there was no
substantial connection between Ontario and it, as
it carried on significant business in that province.
Instead it suggested that the Ontario court had
no jurisdiction in this case as a result of the
“revenue rule”, which prevents a Canadian court
from dealing with any issues that relate to
imposing and collecting US taxes. It is also
suggested that the Ontario court had no jurisdic-
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tion because the issue should be dealt with
through diplomatic channels.

Justice Conway found that neither the revenue
rule nor the suggestion that the case should be
dealt with by way of diplomatic channels were
reasons to find that she lacked jurisdiction to
deal with the case. In coming to her decision
with respect to Air Canada’s forum non conve-
niens argument Conway J
differentiated between the
tickets purchased in Canada
and those purchased in the US.
She agreed with the Air Canada
submission in relation to the
US tickets and held that the
claim for these tickets should
not proceed in Canada. She did so because she
found this to be a claim related to a tax being
charged in the US and therefore one that should
be dealt with in the US courts.

Dealing with the Canadian tickets, her Honour
agreed with the plaintiffs’ submission. She found
that there were strong connections between the

claim and Ontario because Air Canada, one of the
plaintiffs and some witnesses are located there.
She also noted that there would be difficulties
for the plaintiffs, and any others in the same
position as them in the class, to pursue a refund
in the US As a result she concluded that Air
Canada had not demonstrated that the US courts
were the more appropriate place for the plaintiffs
to bring their case and she allowed it to proceed

in Ontario.

Five years after this case was
started it likely still has a long
way to go before there is a
final decision with respect to
whether the US tax charged
on the tickets will be dealt

with in Canada. In the interim, we have learned
that neither the revenue rule nor the possibility
of resolving a dispute through diplomatic
channels, are grounds for an Ontario court to
find that it does not have jurisdiction over a
claim that is otherwise substantially connected
to that jurisdiction.
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